Development of a Quality-Assessment Tool for Experimental Bruxism Studies: Reliability and Validity
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Aims: To combine empirical evidence and expert opinion in a formal consensus method in order to develop a quality-assessment tool for experimental bruxism studies in systematic reviews. Methods: Tool development comprised five steps: (1) preliminary decisions, (2) item generation, (3) face-validity assessment, (4) reliability and discriminative validity assessment, and (5) instrument refinement. The kappa value and phi-coefficient were calculated to assess inter-observer reliability and discriminative ability, respectively. Results: Following preliminary decisions and a literature review, a list of 52 items to be considered for inclusion in the tool was compiled. Eleven experts were invited to join a Delphi panel and 10 accepted. Four Delphi rounds reduced the preliminary tool—Quality-Assessment Tool for Experimental Bruxism Studies (Qu-ATEBS)—to 8 items: study aim, study sample, control condition or group, study design, experimental bruxism task, statistics, interpretation of results, and conflict of interest statement. Consensus among the Delphi panelists yielded good face validity. Inter-observer reliability was acceptable (k = 0.77). Discriminative validity was excellent (phi coefficient 1.0; P < .01). During refinement, 1 item (no. 8) was removed. Conclusion: Qu-ATEBS, the seven-item evidence-based quality assessment tool developed here for use in systematic reviews of experimental bruxism studies, exhibits face validity, excellent discriminative validity, and acceptable inter-observer reliability. Development of quality assessment tools for many other topics in the orofacial pain literature is needed and may follow the described procedure. J OROFAC PAIN 2013;27:111–122. doi: 10.11607/jop.1065
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Systematic reviews are a cornerstone in evidence-based medicine. A systematic review is a compilation of all published research over a defined time period that addresses a carefully formulated question. Results of included studies are collected based upon predetermined inclusion and exclusion criteria; data are then critically analyzed and synthesized so that evidence-based conclusions on the benefits or disadvantages of a certain treatment or test of the issue at hand can be drawn.1 Systematic reviews have been used in numerous areas to assess, for example, treatment efficacy, diagnostic accuracy, education, and experimental human research.1-8

In pain research, human experimental pain models are essential for improving our understanding of pain mechanisms and pathogenesis, with the final goal of translating these findings into improved patient care.9 Experimental pain models that mimic aspects of the clinical pain condition make it possible to study pain as an isolated phenomenon under controlled settings.10 However,
human experimental pain models have limitations. Because the complexity of the clinical pain condition is much higher than in experimental pain, human experimental pain models are generally unable to capture the total complexity of clinical pain.  

Manfredini et al observed an association between pain and psychosocial disorders in patients with clinical pain, such as temporomandibular disorders (TMD).  

Other researchers have identified associations between TMD and anxiety and depression.  

Psychological factors are an important aspect of clinical pain that are not possible to capture with human experimental pain models.

Several human experimental pain models with special emphasis on jaw muscle pain after exercise have been developed to gain better understanding of how muscle exercise affects jaw muscle pain.  

A literature review of experimental bruxism studies revealed large methodological variations in the type of jaw muscle exercise, intensity, duration of bruxism task, outcome measures, exercise days, and number of follow-up days.  

No criterion standard currently exists for assessing bruxism experiments, but one is needed because findings between studies are difficult, if not impossible, to compare. An experimental bruxism model should (1) represent a standardized technique for inducing jaw muscle pain that mimics the clinical pain conditions, ie, pain-related variables should be similar to those in patients with persistent muscle pain in the orofacial region; (2) exhibit good reproducibility; and (3) have good within- and between-session variability. If variability in the pain-related outcome measures is high, then the effect of a particular experimental bruxism task could be camouflaged and it would be difficult to interpret the effects of the task; this would limit generalizability.

Due to varying standards among published articles, quality assessment could be said to be the keystone of a systematic review. Study results cannot be judged to have a high level of evidence or contribute substantially to a review’s conclusions and recommendations if quality standards defined as lack of bias, applicability, and good reporting and design are not met. There is currently a lack of systematically developed and evaluated tools for assessing experimental bruxism. This has created a need for a platform of measures that can be used in clinical experimental bruxism trials and which would allow results to be compared between studies and general conclusions drawn. This study aimed to combine empirical evidence and expert opinion in a formal consensus method in order to develop a quality-assessment tool for experimental bruxism studies in systematic reviews.

Materials and Methods

Streiner and Norman’s five-step method for developing quality-assessment tools—(1) preliminary decisions, (2) item generation, (3) face-validity assessment, (4) assessment of reliability and discriminative validity, and (5) refinement of the final instrument—was followed in this study.

Preliminary Decisions

The steering group comprised two of the authors (AD and SA), who defined the desired characteristics and purpose of a quality-assessment tool: the tool should (1) be suited for use in systematic reviews of experimental bruxism studies, (2) be able to assess the methodological quality of the study in generic terms (relevant to all experimental bruxism studies), (3) be easy to understand and respond to and quick to use, and (4) contain a maximum of 10 items.

Item Generation

A search of PubMed was conducted with the following MeSH terms: Masseter Muscle AND Pain Measurement AND Bite Force OR Isometric Contraction AND Masticatory Muscles. The search was limited to articles published in English from 1970 to January 11, 2011. A hand search was also done. Following a review of 16 articles, one author (AD) compiled the first preliminary tool.  

These articles were selected because they represented various experimental bruxism models for jaw muscle pain, ie, tasks that consisted of clenching, grinding, or protrusive movements, with electromyography or a bite force transducer.

Face-Validity Assessment: Delphi Procedure

A Delphi procedure was chosen to assess face validity. Eleven experts were asked to participate on a Delphi panel. Participants with varying backgrounds and perspectives, and with extensive clinical and research experience for at least 10 years in this field, were considered. Two authors, AD and TL, compiled a list of researchers to be invited to participate on the Delphi panel. Invitations to participate were sent by email and included detailed information about the study.

The Delphi procedure continued for 4 rounds when a consensus was reached on the 10 or fewer items to be included in the quality-assessment tool, their meaning, and how to rate them. Figure 1 is a schematic flow diagram of the study design.
**Round 1.** The steering group sent to the panelists the preliminary tool, created in Item Generation, and instructions which included a description of the ideal properties of a quality-assessment tool.

- **Panelists.** Delphi members were asked to read the instructions and then, while keeping in mind the ideal properties of a quality-assessment tool, rate the items proposed for inclusion in a preliminary tool on a 5-point Likert scale (1, Strongly Disagree; 2, Moderately Disagree; 3, Neutral; 4, Moderately Agree; 5, Strongly Agree). The panel members were also asked to make free-text comments, rephrase items, or add new items as needed.

- **Steering Group.** Feedback and questionnaire results were tabulated and used to revise the preliminary tool. Items with ≥ 80% agreement (≥ 8/10 panelists rated the item Strongly Agree) remained on the tool. These items were rephrased according to the feedback and included. Items for which there was ≥ 80% disagreement (≥ 8/10 panelists rated the item Strongly Disagree) were excluded. All other items were considered undecided and put on the undecided list for re-rating in subsequent rounds, together with any free-text suggestions for new items.

**Round 2.** The steering group sent the revised preliminary tool, the undecided list, a tabulated summary of panel member responses and free-text feedback, and instructions to the panelists.

- **Panelists.** All members were asked to read through the tabulated summary and then (1) approve or suggest new phrasing for the items on the preliminary tool, (2) reassess the items on the undecided list by using the response options Yes, No, or Undecided, and (3) make free-text comments as needed.

- **Steering Group.** Feedback and questionnaire results were tabulated and used to revise the preliminary tool. Items with ≥ 80% agreement (≥ 8/10 panelists rated the item Yes) were included on the tool. Items with 70% agreement (7/10 panelists rated the item Yes) were placed on the undecided list. Items included on the tool and on the undecided list were merged according to feedback. Remaining items were struck from the undecided list. The steering group suggested a name for the tool: Quality-Assessment Tool for Experimental Clenching studies (Q-TEC). A Yes, No, or Unclear rating system was proposed for the tool. Yes answers would be assigned 1 point; No and Unclear answers would receive no points.

**Round 3.** The steering group sent the revised preliminary tool, suggestions for a tool name and a rating system, a tabulated summary of panel member responses and free-text feedback, and instructions to the panelists.

- **Panelists.** As in previous rounds, panel members were encouraged to read through the tabulated summary before: (1) approving or suggesting new phrasing for the items on the revised preliminary tool, (2) approving the proposed name, Q-TEC, or suggesting a new one, (3) accepting the suggested rating system or proposing a new one, and (4) making free-text comments.

- **Steering Group.** Feedback and questionnaire results were tabulated and used to revise the preliminary tool. Items were rephrased and merged, item rating was revised, and a new tool name was suggested based on the feedback. Items with high agreement (≥ 80% panelists rated the item Yes) were not rephrased. Remaining items were changed according to feedback.

**Round 4.** The steering group sent the revised preliminary tool, a detailed explanation of all revisions made to the tool, and instructions to the panelists.

- **Panelists.** As in previous rounds, panel members were encouraged to read through the explanation of the revisions before: (1) accepting the items on the preliminary tool or suggesting new phrasing, (2) approving or suggesting a new name for the tool, (3) approving or suggesting a new rating system, and (4) making free-text comments.

- **Steering Group.** Feedback was used to revise the preliminary tool. No changes were made to items for which there was high agreement (≥ 8/10 panelists rated the items Yes). All other items were rephrased according to the feedback.

**Assessment of Reliability and Discriminative Validity**

The steering group decided to include a small sample of published articles in the reliability and discriminative validity testing. To assess discriminative validity, two investigators (TL and ME) reviewed 11 studies that were randomly chosen from the PubMed search results and the results of the manual...
Refinement of the Final Instrument

Based on the results of the reliability and discriminative validity assessments, the instrument was refined. If the instrument was not able to discriminate between high- and low-quality studies, or if the inter-observer reliability was low, then the instrument was refined.

Statistical Analyses

Inter-observer reliability was assessed by calculating the kappa value between AD and SA. To assess the intra-observer reliability of Qu-ATEBS, the kappa value was calculated. The maximum possible score was 80 points. In a consensus discussion between AD and SA, it was decided that a score between 0 and 50 could be considered low quality and a score between 51 and 80 considered high quality. To determine discriminative validity, the phi coefficient was calculated to measure the degree of association between the results from TL and ME and those of AD and SA. Statistical analyses were two-tailed and set at the 5% significance level. All statistical calculations were performed using IBM SPSS, Windows, version 20.

Results

Item Generation

Based on the literature review, 52 items were generated, each phrased as a question. The items were subdivided into 6 categories: study sample, study design, statistics, instruments, baseline characteristics, and outcome measures.

Face-Validity Assessment

Ten of the 11 experts invited to join the Delphi panel agreed. The number of years of experience in orofacial pain research ranged from 10 to 35 years, based upon publications in scientific peer-reviewed journals. Table 1 presents the characteristics of the Delphi panel members.

Round 1. All panelists completed and returned the questionnaire. Two items had ≥ 80% disagreement and were omitted. Five items had ≥ 80% agreement and became the preliminary tool: 13, 16, 23, 29, and 36 (Table 2).

Forty-five items had < 80% agreement and < 80% disagreement. These formed the undecided list, along with 14 new items suggested by the panelists: items 53 through 66 (Table 2). Due to the length of the undecided list (59 items), the steering group decided not to rephrase or merge any items until round 3.

Round 2. Nine of 10 panelists completed and returned the questionnaire. Four items on the undecided list had ≥ 80% (≥ 7/9 panelists) agreement and were added to the preliminary tool: 53, 54, 65, and 66 (Table 2).

Forty-eight items had < 70% (< 6/9) agreement and were excluded. No new items were suggested, which left seven items on the undecided list with 70% agreement: items 1, 3, 5, 6, 19, 27, and 60 (Table 2).

In their free-text comments, the panelists suggested merging items within a category and making the items more general and less specific. The steering group revised the preliminary tool according to these suggestions and thus transferred items from the undecided list to the preliminary tool, so that it contained 10 items:

Table 1 Characteristics of the Delphi Panel Members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profession*</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychologist</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orofacial pain specialist</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthodontist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orofacial pain researcher</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*A panel member may have more than one profession.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Round 1</th>
<th>Round 2</th>
<th>Round 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Was recruitment of participants sufficiently described?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Did participants receive financial compensation for participation?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Was the study sample sufficiently described?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Was mean age presented?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Did participants undergo a standardized clinical examination?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>When necessary, were participants given a diagnosis?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Was a control group used?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Was the control group matched according to age and sex?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>If there were drop-outs, were reasons for drop-outs described?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Did participants sign an informed-consent form?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Was it stated that Helsinki Declaration Guidelines were followed?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Was the study approved by the local ethics committee?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Were inclusion and exclusion criteria sufficiently described?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Was a power analysis done?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Were repeated measures statistics done?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Was the study design clearly described?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Was a single session protocol used in the study?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Was a multisession protocol used in the study?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Was maximal voluntary clenching (MVC) measured, and was the procedure described?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Was a bite force transducer used during experimental tooth clenching exercises?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Was electromyography (EMG) used during tooth clenching exercises?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>If EMG was used, what voltage (μV) was used?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Was the experimental tooth clenching exercise clearly described?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>How many bouts of clenching were used?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Was duration of each bout of clenching described?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Did participants clench until exhaustion?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>How many experimental days were involved in the study?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>What percent of maximal voluntary clenching was used in the tooth clenching exercise?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Was the experimental tooth clenching exercise described in such detail that the procedure can be reproduced?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Was the methodology for each instrument used in the study clearly described?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Was a reference index test performed, such as index finger?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Were questionnaires used to evaluate pain-related variables?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Were questionnaires used to evaluate jaw function?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Were questionnaires used to evaluate psychosocial-related variables?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Were baseline characteristics for participants clearly described?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Was pain intensity reported at baseline?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Was intensity of fatigue reported at baseline?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Were detection thresholds reported at baseline?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Were pain thresholds reported at baseline?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Were pain tolerance levels reported at baseline?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Was pain distribution reported at baseline?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Were baseline characteristics for questionnaires reported?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Were baseline characteristics for pain questionnaires reported?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Were baseline characteristics for jaw function questionnaires reported?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Were baseline characteristics for psychosocial questionnaires reported?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Were the study’s aims and hypothesis clearly described, and was an “a priori” design used?
2. Were the study sample and the informed-consent procedure sufficiently described?
3. Were inclusion and exclusion criteria clearly described?
4. Was the study design described in sufficient detail to permit replication?
5. Was a randomization procedure used to choose a control group or define a control condition?
6. Were location, setting, and instructions of the experimental clenching task clearly described?
7. Was the experimental clenching task described in such detail that replication is possible?
8. Were statistical methods sufficiently described?
9. Were study conclusions appropriately formulated?
10. Was a conflict of interest statement made?

Round 3. Nine panelists responded to the material from round 2. No items on the preliminary tool had ≥ 80% agreement (7/9 panelists). Based on the free-text comments, the steering group excluded one item (item 6) and merged two items (items 2 and 3). Other comments in the feedback stated that it was not clear whether the items assessed quality of design or quality of reporting. It was suggested that each item should be a two-barreled question, designed to specifically test quality of reporting and quality of design. Accordingly, the steering group rephrased each item on the preliminary tool, which was sent to the Delphi members in round 4:

1. **Quality of Reporting:** Were the study’s aims and hypotheses clearly described?
2. **Quality of Design:** Were the aims and hypothesis based on relevant theory?
2. **Quality of Reporting**: Were the eligibility criteria used to select participants sufficiently described?  
**Quality of Design**: Were the eligibility criteria appropriate for the objectives of this study?

3. **Quality of Reporting**: Was it clearly described whether a control group, control condition, or an experimental condition was used?  
**Quality of Design**: Were the control group, control condition, or experimental condition appropriate for this study, and was a randomization procedure used to randomly allocate subjects to different groups or conditions?

4. **Quality of Reporting**: Was the study design described in sufficient detail to permit replication?  
**Quality of Design**: Was the study design appropriately selected for the objectives of this study?

5. **Quality of Reporting**: Was the experimental bruxism task described in such detail that replication is possible?  
**Quality of Design**: Was the experimental bruxism task appropriately selected for the objectives of this study?

6. **Quality of Reporting**: Were statistical methods and data sufficiently described?  
**Quality of Design**: Were statistical methods and data appropriate for the objectives of this study?

7. **Quality of Reporting**: Were study conclusions appropriately formulated?  
**Quality of Design**: Were aims and hypothesis clearly addressed in the conclusion and relevant to the objectives?

8. **Quality of Reporting**: Was a conflict of interest statement made?  
**Quality of Design**: Were the level of involvement and influence in this study for each funder described in detail?

The panelists disagreed with the proposed rating system; a five-point Likert scale (anchor definitions Strongly Disagree and Strongly Agree) was preferred. Although 80% agreement was found for the proposed name of the tool (Q-TEBS), the panelists indicated that this instrument would not only be applicable to experimental clenching studies but also to experimental grinding and bracing studies. Quality-Assessment Tool for Experimental Bruxism Studies (Qu-ATEBS) was suggested.

**Round 4.** Nine of 10 panelists completed the questionnaire, and 100% agreement (9/9 panelists) was found for the preliminary tool. Minor suggestions were made for refinement. Item 3, quality of design, asked whether (1) the control group, control condition, or experimental condition was appropriate for the study and (2) a randomization procedure was applied to allocate participants to different groups or conditions. A suggested refinement was to omit the second part concerning randomization, since that aspect is covered by the word “appropriate” in the first part of the item. The steering group revised the preliminary tool according to this feedback. The panelists accepted the proposed rating system (five-point Likert scales) and the name Qu-ATEBS.

**Assessment of Reliability and Discriminative Validity**

Following quality assessment of the 11 selected articles, inter-observer reliability between AD and SA was found to be acceptable ($k = 0.77$). Intra-observer reliability was found to be excellent ($k = 1.0$). Discriminative validity of the instrument between TL and ME, and AD ($\phi$ coefficient $0.79$; $P < .01$) and between TL and ME, and SA ($\phi$ coefficient $1.0$; $P < .01$) was high.

**Refinements of the Final Instrument**

After reliability and discriminative validity testing, item no. 8 was removed because it was not found to be applicable to any of the reviewed studies. No further changes to the instrument were made. Table 3 shows the final Qu-ATEBS.

**Discussion**

This study developed an evidence-based quality-assessment tool (Qu-ATEBS) for use in systematic reviews of experimental bruxism studies. Each of the instrument’s seven items has two dimensions: quality of reporting and quality of design. Items are phrased as questions and rated on a five-point Likert scale. The maximum attainable score is 70 points; a score between 0 and 50 is considered low quality and a score between 51 and 70 is considered high quality.

The steering group made preliminary decisions about the feature of the instrument: The instrument should be easy to understand and respond to, be quick to use, and contain 10 or fewer items. A greater number of items is considered to lead to higher reliability, but there are exceptions. Studies have shown that global rating scales have higher reliability and validity than detailed checklists. A limit of 10 items was chosen.

According to the Swedish Council on Health Technology Assessment, high-quality research is defined as the scientific quality of a study and its ability to resolve the research question reliably.
Table 3  Final Version of the Quality Assessments Tool for Experimental Bruxism Studies (Qu-ATEBS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Quality of reporting</th>
<th>Quality of design</th>
<th>What is meant by this item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>Quality of reporting</strong>&lt;br&gt;Were the study's aims or hypotheses clearly described?</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Quality of design</strong>&lt;br&gt;Were the aims or hypothesis based on relevant theory?</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>What is meant by this item</strong>&lt;br&gt;This refers to whether the objectives of the study were clearly defined, and based on relevant theory or careful clinical observation, and one or more working hypothesis that were resolved in the course of the study. There should be a scientific justification of the study, ie, what gap in existing knowledge does the study attempt to fill?</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><strong>Quality of reporting</strong>&lt;br&gt;Were the eligibility criteria, used to select participants, sufficiently described?</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Quality of design</strong>&lt;br&gt;Were the eligibility criteria appropriate for the objectives of this study?</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>What is meant by this item</strong>&lt;br&gt;This item refers to whether the eligibility criteria were well-defined and relevant to the objectives of the study. A clear description of the study sample's characteristics should be provided, eg. at least age, sex, and when relevant, the diagnosis of participants and their disease duration. A justification for the selected study sample should also be given, eg why only females were included. Reasons for drop-outs, if any, should be described.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>Quality of reporting</strong>&lt;br&gt;Was it clearly described whether a control group, control condition, or an experimental condition was used?</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Quality of design</strong>&lt;br&gt;Were the control group, control condition, or experimental condition appropriate for this study?</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>What is meant by this item</strong>&lt;br&gt;This item refers to whether a control group, control condition or an experimental condition was used in this study, and its appropriateness for the objectives. When appropriate, a randomization procedure should be applied to allocate participants to different groups or conditions.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>Quality of reporting</strong>&lt;br&gt;Was the study design described in sufficient detail to permit replication?</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Quality of design</strong>&lt;br&gt;Was the study design appropriately selected for the objectives of this study?</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>What is meant by this item</strong>&lt;br&gt;This item refers to the procedure used to achieve the objectives of the study. Clinical and self-reported measures should be relevant to the research question. Variables should be operationally defined. Types of variables and procedure used to measure the variables should be described. Instruments used to collect information should be appropriate for this study, and briefly described (including model and manufacturer's name and location), and if available, references for the instrument's reliability and validity provided, as appropriate. Study type should be defined, and study design should be explained in detail so that whether the study design was appropriate for the proposed objective can be determined. Strategies to reduce or eliminate confounding factors should be described.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><strong>Quality of reporting</strong>&lt;br&gt;Was the experimental bruxism task described in such detail that replication is possible?</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Quality of design</strong>&lt;br&gt;Was the experimental bruxism task appropriately selected for the objectives of this study?</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In systematic reviews, it is important to be able to quantify the relation between quality and outcome of the included studies, so the authors decided to incorporate a scoring system in the instrument, a five-point Likert scale. A systematic review is based on a carefully formulated question and uses systematic methods to identify, select, and critically evaluate, analyze, and synthesize data from relevant studies. Qu-ATEBS can be used in systematic reviews of experimental bruxism studies. The benefit of using this instrument is that it is reliable and valid, and it can quantify the quality of experimental bruxism studies. Clarke and Oxman emphasized the importance of using a quality score that quantifies the relation between quality and outcome. In quality assessment, it cannot be excluded that raters’ subjectivity affects the quality score. High inter-observer reliability might indicate a low level of subjectivity. However, if inter-observer reliability is low, the instrument’s quality score should be used with caution. When reporting the results of a quality-assessment process, it is essential to present the results in detail so that readers can estimate study quality for themselves.

In contrast, systematic reviews are based on a comprehensive literature search, and the studies that meet the inclusion criteria are objectively evaluated and analyzed so that conclusions can be drawn, methodological issues identified, and areas that require more original research highlighted. To our knowledge, no systematic review on experimental jaw muscle pain by adding an objective, quality-assessed summary of studies’ levels of evidence and by identifying methodological issues and areas that need more research.
Initially, the thought was to develop a tool for quality assessment of experimental clenching studies. As the Delphi process progressed, panelist feedback caused a change in the instrument’s perceived end-use. It is known that daytime tooth clenching is a risk factor for persistent muscle pain in the orofacial region, but it is also known that other jaw muscle activities, eg, eccentric contraction, can contribute to persistent muscle pain. For this reason, Qu-ATEBS focuses on experimental bruxism studies. During the development of this tool, a range of articles was needed from low to high quality. The initial literature search provided a sufficient number of articles to assess the inter-observer reliability and the discriminative validity of the instrument. Because the initial thought was to develop a tool for experimental clenching studies, the MeSH term bruxism was not included. But in a systematic review and investigations to assess all published studies, the MeSH term bruxism should be included in the PubMed search.

The five-step method suggested by Streiner and Norman was used for developing Qu-ATEBS, and this method was chosen since it has been widely used. Likewise, the Delphi method is being increasingly applied in medicine and dentistry to assess face validity, step 3 in Streiner and Norman’s method. The Delphi method derives its name from the Oracle in Delphi. The Oracle pronounced its truths by using a network of informants, similar to the current study’s Delphi panel. This method was chosen because it aims to achieve the most reliable consensus amongst a group of experts. The Delphi procedure allows the opinion of each member to be heard, since every round is completed independently. Consensus on items to be included in the quality-assessment tool, on items that need rephrasing, or on how to rate an item, can be reached in a series of Delphi rounds with controlled anonymous feedback.

The most important step in the Delphi procedure is panelist selection. The degree of expertise on the panel correlates directly with the generated results. It must be pointed out that knowledge in a particular field does not necessarily make an individual an expert. After careful consideration, two of the authors, AD and TL, suggested a list of researchers to be invited to join a Delphi panel. Because the area of experimental bruxism studies is new, small, and specialized, only 11 experts were invited.

A Delphi panel should also exhibit heterogeneity. One strength in the present study is that the varying backgrounds and perspectives of the Delphi panel members contributed to the heterogeneity of the panel. Thus, the consensus reached by the expert panel seems credible and with a high discriminative validity.

One benefit of using the Delphi method is that a complex problem is anonymously communicated among a group of experts, thus reducing social influence effects and preventing the more prominent researchers from overwhelming the consensus process. To the authors’ knowledge, no formal definition of high level of agreement in consensus discussions has been agreed upon, but 51% to 80% is common. In the present study, 10 panel members participated, and 80% agreement (≥ 8/10 panelists) was considered to be a high level of consensus. Too many members on a Delphi panel can make consensus difficult. Baker et al have stated that Delphi panels containing a maximum of 20 members are most reliable. In contrast, too small a sample might affect heterogeneity. The orofacial pain research field is small, but the authors believe that their Delphi panel was representative and comprised sufficient members, without compromising heterogeneity. Support for this is that a consensus on the quality assessment tool was reached in round 4.

It is important to limit the number of Delphi rounds, since panel members could become fatigued and thus compromise the results. For this reason, the study limited the number of rounds to 4, which later was shown to be enough to reach consensus on a preliminary tool. As the Delphi procedure progressed, there was a gradual increase in agreement and decrease in comments, which is in line with the observations of others. During the Delphi process, 52 items were reduced down to 7. It must be emphasized that the excluded items were not necessarily unimportant; it might be that these items were excluded because they were not applicable to all experimental bruxism studies. In the first round, all 10 panelists completed and returned the questionnaires; however, it was not always the same person who dropped out in these rounds. A strength of this study is the stability of the response rate throughout the procedure, which has been shown to be a reliable indicator of consensus. As the Delphi process progressed, a basic problem with the preliminary tool was identified in round 3. A majority of panelists indicated that the tool assessed quality of reporting rather than quality of design. However, one cannot be assessed without the other. The feedback proposed making each item a double-barreled question, which assessed both quality of reporting rather than quality of design. If the quality of reporting is poor, a well-performed study might receive a low score. The tool was revised according to this feedback, and a consensus for Qu-ATEBS was reached in round 4 (see Table 3).
The seven items in Qu-ATEBS cover these areas: study aim, study sample, control condition or group, study design, experimental bruxism task, statistics, and interpretation of results. With appropriate modification, this instrument could be applied to other types of experimental pain studies. In instrument development, the Delphi method is a beneficial face-validity assessment method because it allows a group of experts to communicate a complex problem anonymously. If the Delphi method comprises a sufficient number of panelists, a sufficient number of Delphi rounds, and exhibits heterogeneity, a reliable consensus will be achieved. In this study, the Delphi method focused on experimental bruxism, but this method could also be applied for instrument development in other research areas.

Conclusions

This study developed Qu-ATEBS—a seven-item, evidence-based quality-assessment tool—for use in systematic reviews of experimental bruxism studies. The instrument has good inter-observer reliability and excellent discriminative validity. The procedure leading the development of this specific tool may serve as a template for other quality-assessment tools in orofacial pain research.
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